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Who are Clavis Insight?



I Global leader in action-ready insights for product
manufacturers.

I We monitor online retailers to provide insights for
manufacturers on their online performance.

Video link

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=4&v=42dxz2CZfOU


Brands



Retailers

450 retailers across x countries



Volume of Data Handled

I Clavis processes a large amount of data monthly.
I ≈ 530,000,000 rows.
I From 450 stores.

I ≈ 40,000 new products added to the database monthly.
I One particular bottleneck is classifying new products, adding

tags to help with further analysis.



Classification of Products

I eCommerce sites are fast moving and no two are exactly alike.
I Different stores have different category names and structures.

I There is a need to provide a standardized category view across
multiple sites.

I Each manufacturer has a different view of categories.
I Need to be flexible when assigning a product to a category.



Classification of Products

I Amazon
I Grocery & Gourmet Food > Candy & Chocolate > Bars

I Walmart
I Food > Candy & Gum > Chocolate



Classification of Products



Classification of Products

I When a new product is found on a retailer, the information is
collected.

I Each new product is then classified into it’s correct category.
I As a manual task this is very time consuming, error prone and

requires a lot of manual intervention by users.
I ≈ 5 hours per customer end to end.
I Source of complaints from customers.

I The difficulty of this process was a major indication for the
need to automate.



Automating Classification



Roadmap for Automating Classification

I Research
I Find suitable algorithm.

I Beta testing
I Test the algorithm within the current process.

I Integrating code
I Build the code into the current company platform.



Research Phase

I Task
I Classify new products into their correct categories and

subcategories (up to 8 levels).
I Efficient.
I Accurate.

I Solution
I Supervised classification.



Supervised Classification.

I Learn from the current products in order to classify new
products.

I Many methods were considered (maxent, random forests, k-nn).
I Final algorithm was personalized to this particular task.

I Classify’s all levels of hierarchy simultaneously.
I Relatively efficient (<30 seconds for 1000 products)
I Ability to handle all languages.

I Researching and creating the algorithm is only one step.



Beta Testing

Shiny Application



Beta Testing

I Shiny application
I Hosted on an internal server.

I Allows the ability to manually load in training data and new
data.

I Final downloaded is in the correct format to load into the
production database.

I Still manual touch.



Full Integration



Integration into Platform

I The backend is coded in Java.
I Algorithm is coded in R.

I Needed to integrate the R code into the backend code.
I Must follow the companies standard practices.

I Version control (bitbucket).
I Change testing (unit tests).



Solution

I R library (including unit tests).
I Stored in a repository on Bitcucket.

I This allows version control and updates which are in line with
company practices.

I The plumber library is used to allow the code to be called
using an API.

I Arguments in the API point the R code to the database
containing the new data.

I R code classify’s the new data and updates the database with
the new categories.



Solution

I A Docker image containing the R library and any requirements
is stored.

I The Docker image is automatically rebuilt when code is
updated or a new production branch is created.

I R library is recompiled and unit tests are run when the Docker
image is rebuilt.

I Java code can spin up a new server and run the Docker image
which will contain the code and will allow calls to be made to
the API.

I Multiple Docker images can run at any one time.



Final Flow of Data



Final Flow of Data



Final Flow of Data



Improvement in Time to Add New Products

I Before automated classification
I ≈ 5 hours per customer end to end.
I 76 customers processed monthly.
I Major source of complaint from customers.

I After automated classification
I ≈ 2 hours per customer end to end.
I 159 customers processed monthly.
I No ‘red’ complaints since March.
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